
SKC - MAY - 2019 

Dcc Mallows’ X-Jewel Od Dvou Orechu Binglui (Imp Cze). Rdcc 

Hunter’s Maynorth Shades Of Heaven At Hooebarton. Bcc Willey & 

Siddle’s Ch Penemma Misty For Me JW. Rbcc Bowles-Robinson’s Ch 

Baldragon She Demands JW. Bob Willey & Siddle’s Ch Penemma 

Misty For Me JW. bp Bowles-Robinson’s Baldragon Russian Roulette 

Naf. bv Bowles-Robinson’s Ch Baldragon She Demands JW.  

 

PD (2,1) 1 Bowles-Robinson’s Baldragon Russian Roulette Naf. 7 

month blen. Nice bone and angulation front and rear whilst still to 

develop in rib cage to broaden out and become more compact. 

Good topline and tail set, he moved well when settled. Pleasing 

head and expression with nice dome good nose pad, pleasing width 

to muzzle and neat finish to face. bp.  

 

JD (2) 1 Hunter’s Kasamanda Hamilton At Hooebarton. Just out of 

puppy, nicely made with compact build and nice width to rib and 

enough neck. Moved freely with a balanced side action and quite 

accurate coming and going. Nice expression with well domed head 

square muzzle, good nose pad and good size to eyes giving soft 

expression. 2 Coupland’s Ambassador Boy Star Of Tucherish (Imp 

Rus). Ruby dog, not as compact in build as the winner but has a 

nice tail set and a nice free action on the move. Good head with 

sizeable eye, good dome and large nose pad, although not the 

strongest pigment, good finish to face and pleasing gentle 

expression.  

 

PGD (1) 1 Cox’s Petitpaws Black Prince. B/t good rich colours and 

squarely proportioned outline with nice bone and topline and 

enough neck. Balanced action on the move and quite accurate 

coming and going. Good size to head and fair ear set and good 

width of muzzle, nice size to eye but could be more for squarely set.  

 



LD (3,2) 1 Goodwin’s Diggle Dandelion JW, blen. mature dog, lots to 

like with glamorous coat and feathers, quite cobby build with good 

angles front and rear, good topline and free and balanced action on 

the move. Good size to head with pleasing nose pad, whilst not the 

strongest pigment, sizeable eye, nice turnup and well finished face.  

 

OD (4) 1 Mallows’ X-Jewel Od Dvou Orechu Binglui (Imp Cze). B/t 

with rich colours and quite well made square compact build. Free 

balanced action on the move and quite accurate coming and going. 

Pleasing, soft expression from well finished face, with sizeable 

eyes and nose pad, nicely domed head, broad square muzzle with 

turned up underjaw and low set ears. CC. 2 Hunter’s Maynorth 

Shades Of Heaven At Hooebarton. Ruby rich colours and well made 

body with fair bone, balanced angles front and rear good topline 

and tail set and enough neck but not as compact as 1st. Moved 

with a free and balanced action. Good shape to head, sizeable, 

gentle, expressive eyes, low set ears, square neatly finnished 

muzzle, large nose pad and nice turn-up. Res CC. 3 Byers’ Ch Lanola 

Giorgio Armani With Simannie.  

 

VD (1) 1 Maddison’s Celxo Charles Dickens ShCM. Ruby could be 

more compact in build but nice bone and moved freely in profile and 

quite accurate going away. Nice dome to head with good width to 

under-jaw, nice turn-up and neat finnish to face.  

 

PB (1) 1 Gillhespy’s Cavella Celebrity. Blen square overall outline 

and nice build to body but still to develop in rib to become more 

compact. Lacked a little in confidence but moved ok when settled. 

Sweet expression with broad turned up under-jaw, low set ears and 

nice lay-back to nose and expressive eyes.  

 

JB (1) 1 Mallows’ Grace Od Dvou Orech Binglui (Imp Cze). B/t just 

out of puppy, very good side profile on the move and quite accurate 



coming towards. Well made body with nice angles front and rear but 

still a little “rangy” as yet. Sweet expression with good finish to 

face good lay back and width to under-jaw and low set ears.  

 

PGB (1) 1 Coupland’s Mitapip Renaissance By Tucherish. B/t good 

topline and well put together but could be a little more compact. 

Moved with a good profile going round. Pleasing head with very 

sweet expression from good rise of skull above the eyes, nice lay-

back to nose and finish to face, low set ears and good size to dark 

eyes.  

 

LB (2,1) 1 Bowles-Robinson’s Baldragon Hold That Thought. Blen 

nicely made bitch with good bone and tail set, nice angulation front 

and rear, giving her an impressive profile going round on the move, 

but could be a little more compact overall. Sweet expressive head 

with good dome and nose pad, nice width and turn-up to under-jaw, 

low set ears and sizeable dark eyes. 

  

OB (3) 1 Willey & Siddle’s Ch Penemma Misty For Me JW. Blen 

quality bitch with lovely compact build, good topline and neck, well 

developed rib cage and free well balanced, accurate action on the 

move. good size to nicely domed head, good lay back to large nose 

pad, whilst not the strongest pigment, good width to muzzle and 

sizeable expressive eyes giving soft gentle expression. cc, bob. 2 

Bowles-Robinson’s Ch Baldragon She Demands JW. Tri lovely bitch, 

now a veteran with well balanced, compact outline, good topline 

and angulation but not quite as “together” as my winner. When 

settled she showed good action on the move. Lovely expressive 

head with good dome and low set ears, expressive eyes, well 

finished face and large nose pad. B Vet and Res CC. 3 Miller & 

Ryan’s Clussexx Reign It In Cavallibrook (Imp Usa).  
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